Colby's own 'easy rider s'...See page 3.

American Dream,
Now a dream'97,. differed?
who produced a documenBY EMILY LAPPEN

tary last year which focused on
issues concerning Native Americans living in Maine.
Since the spring of 1978, Asso"By cutting the funding for this
ciate Professor of English Ph y llis class, [the administration is] basiMannocchi has taught a class in- cally saying that they'd prefer us
corporating the analysis of con- to close our minds to the technical
temporary issues with the produc- aspects and pretty much the real
tion of documentary films. This world," said Parker.
f a ll , a lack of funding means that
"I don't understand why Colby
the audio-visual component of the doesn't have the funds for a class
class, The American Dream, has that was obviously so important
been cut.
to its students," said Rachel
"The whole
Kleinman '96,
"Basically, that
world is moving
who was hoping
in the direction
to enroll in The
budget of mine
of film and meAmerican
disappeared. "
dia and this is a
Dream
this
course that reall y - Professor of English spring and progives you the
d uce a docuPhyllis Mannocchi
whole way of
mentary of her
thinking and
own.
seeing and creating in a new way,"
Finding funds for the course
said Mannocchi. "It's really a has not always been a problem. It
has only been in the past two years
shame to see it go."
Last year the title of the course that Mannocchi encountered obwas changed from The Female stacles, primarily in covering the
Experience in America to The salary of her assistant, Ariene
American Dream. "I changed it King-Lovelace.
"It's very expensive to hire exbecause I really wanted to broaden
the issuesbeyond women'sissues," tra staff and we don 't have the
funds available , " said Robert
said Mannocchi.
In the past , student documen - McArthur , dean of faculty. "I think
taries have dealt with issues in- that with our existing staff and
cluding battered women , incest , with some students we could prob eatin g disorders , the implications ably put toget her the resources we
of Disney films, interracial adop- need/'
According to Mannocchi , betion, single mothers , racism , sexual
harassment , homop hobia and fore Kin g-Lovelace was hired the
Audio-Visual Department staf f
homelessness.
"Without The Amer ican Drea m aided stu dents in the technical asclass, a lot of peop le aren 't going to pects of their productions . It got
be able to explore experimental to the point where , because they
education , which is what Phyllis' have full-time jobs, they couldn 't
class is all about , " said Kim Parker see FUNDS on page 3
Contributing Writer

A popular , hut unwelcome, sight on Colby's campus.

Echo p ho t o by Merrill Duff

Marij uana policy re-examined
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

There is one difference between
drugs and alcohol: altho ugh it is lega l to drink after yon turn 21, it is
never lega l to use drugs . Ma rijuana
is illega l in the state of Maine , as a re
many other drugs. Colby s tu d ents
are subject to the laws of the state
an d may be p rosecuted for posses sion. — Colb y Student Handbook
The Colb y adm inistratic ih has
recentl y decided to enforce a
closer adherence to the College 's
drug-use policies. Wh ile the administration has trad itionall y a llowed students to act privatel y

behind closed doors, recent comp laints by student residents of
excessive marijuana smoke has
caused the administration to rethink its policies, according to
J ohnson HR Polly Vizzoni.
Assistant Dean of Residential
Life J an Arminio said she meets
regularl y with hallstaff to discuss
issues concerning the well-being
of dormitory residents. "At staff
meetings , I bring up policies in
quest ion. [Recentl y], there was a
complaint by stud ents of too much
pot smoking and we decided we
have to follow established
policy," said Arminio.
Hallstaff will be responsible
for much of the enforcement of
College policy, according to

Arminio. Offenders of residential
policies receive first verbal and
then written warnings, and will
finall y be reported by Head Residents tp Security if the problem
continues , according to Johnson
HR Poll y Vizzoni '98. Once notified , Security has the option of
calling the Waterville Police Department .
"Onl y if a pers on is consistentl y belli gerent , if smoke is constantl y pouring out of the bottom
of their door , does [Safety and
Security notification] occur , " said
Vizzoni
If the police are called , or ha ppen to be in a dorm for another
reason and smell marijuana or see
see MAJRIJUaANA
on page 4

Colbyettes , the Colb y Ei ght and the
Blue Li ghts.
"Ho melessness is not a choice,
it 's a condition that can happen to
anyone ," said MMHS Execut ive
Director Gloria Blair-Chapman.
Thou gh its first priority is providing emergenc y shelter , MMHS
also offers counseling and assisLmce
to guests in an attempt to prev ent
homelessness from recurring.
While try ing to meet the needs
of the growing number of area
homeless, the shelter has had to increase its bud get from its origi nal
$33,000 to nearl y $100,000.
Clients include peop le who have
been released from stat e institutions.
have been evicted from their apartments , or are menta ll y ill, according
to Marquis. The shelter has had to
hire severa l case workers , wh ich
resulted in the bud get increase.
This year 38 Colby students have
volunteered at MMHS , said Mar-

quis. Once students offer their time,
the shelte r takes trains them. Laura
Higginson '99 an d Kerril yn
O'Rourke '99 are the two student
members on the MMHS board of
directors .
"Itdefinitel y strengthens the link
between Colb y and the community, " said Marquis. "Colb y students
are very generous , and they have
shown growing sensitivity and
awareness. "
"The shelter ' s mission is to pro vide temporary emergenc y shelte r
to homeless and disp laced persons
in central Maine , " said BlairChapman. "It offers an ongoing
opportunity for the community to
participate in this effort. "
of
" While
caus es
the
homelessness are comp lex, there is
much an individual can do to hel p
such as give food , money,
recyclables , proceeds from a sale, or
see HOMELESS on p age 5

Colby student s j oin fi ght s against homelessness
BY ALISON BORNSTEIN
News Ed it or

The Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter (MMHS) initiate d a series of activities th roug hout Wate rville from
October 14-22 to promote Homeless Awareness Week, including a
table set up in the Student Union to
pro vide students with information
on how they can become involved.
"The MMHS is the only shelter
in the entire Centra l Main e area ,"
said Catho lic Cha plain Father J ohn
M a rqu is, who is a member of the
shelter 's board of directors. "Th e
shelter greatl y depends on Colb y
students , and we are trying to recruit peop le to volunteer ," he said.
Other Homeless Awareness
Week events included a turkey dinnersponsored b y St. Mark 's Episcopal Church and the second annual
Echo file photo by J ennifer Atwood Muskie Cente r Coffee Hou se with
live entertainmen t featu rin g the
The Mid-Main e Homeless Shelter in Waterville,

Perot may speak at Colby
A visit to Colby by 1992 presidential candidate H. Ross Perot is in
the planning stages.Dean of the College Earl Smith said he responded
positively to iquiries from the Perot organization about Colby hosting
a speech, and he handed responsibility for the event to the Government
Department. Chair of the Government Department Sandy Maisel said
that his department would be willing to sponsor the event. Local Perot
organizer Jane Dix said that Perot is "definitely planning on coming to
Colby,"hopefull y between Oct. 28 and Nov. 2, and that he would like
to speak at the College and at the Waterville Rotary Club. Perot has to
wrap up trips to California and Ohio before coming to Maine. According to Maisel, "Perot did very well in Maine in the last [presidential]
election."Perot's trip to Maine will be part of an attemptto get his new
political party on the ballot for the presidential elections. (KH)

More commuter parkin g

Commuter students need not worry about a lack of parking spaces
any longer. According to Director of Security Richard Nale, commuter
spaces formerly occupied by contractors or by construction rubble have
been recovered and are available for student parking. "At least 20
spaces have been cleared for student use," said Nale. (AG)
¦
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Spotlight suggests Barmfe
as gay rights advocate
BY KOL HARVEY
Staff Writer

Erica Rand, assistant professor of
art at Bates College, spoke at Colby
last Thursday as part of the Spotlight
Lectureseries. Her talk,entitled "On
Barbie, the Referendum, and Queer
Viewers Everywhere" discussed thie
image of Mattel's famous doll, as
well as effective ways to changelaws
in today's political world.
Rand explained that, through
their Barbie dolls, Mattel sends to
consumers the message that being
"white, blond, skinny, healthy and
straightis goodand that thesepeople
should have a disproportionate
share of the goods." She stated that
children often use thedoll ina queer
context since "Mattel made a doll
for girls to dress, undress and
fondle. "
In an outline of her work on
repealing laws which discriminate against homosexuals in
Lewiston, Rand explained the
problems of focusing on too narrow a goal when publicizing a
piece of legislation. She described
the difficulty in determining how
other peop le are going to react to
a certain advertising campaign or
product.
"The image of a person is not the
same to all" consumers taking into
consideration past experiences,
ideas and dreams.
However, Rand's definition of
"queer" includes everyone, since,
gay or straight, every member of

f noto courtesy of Lommumcanons
merchan
dise.
JErica Rand d isplays Barbie
Ithehumanrace differs slightly from putting on a beautiful outht . Kand
acknowledges,however, that this is
.1the next in some aspect.
not
likely to occur anytime in the
Attempting to show how Mattel
<rould. better represent the popula- near future.
Rand did not address the up1tion as a whole,Rand recommended
!Saturday morning cartoon ads coming Question One Referendum
ishowing "Barbie getting ready for a except to encourage people to regisidate with [another female doll] and ter and vote.Q

Gephardt to address financial aid

Emmett Beliveau '99, president
who would be affected by the proof the Colby Democrats, said he
BY MELISSA GEKBI
posed cuts.
Every effort is being made by has made every effort to include
Staff Writer
organizers to stress that the rally is other groups on campus in the rally.
"We've written to the leaders of
The Colby campus will be alive non-partisan and that the proposed
with activity this weekend. Not cuts apply to all students, regard- all the clubs and organizations inonly will hundreds of parents and less of their party affiliation , said viting them to participate in this
event. We are attempting to build
family members arrive for Family
effort
is
being
Ever
y
a broad-based coalition of support ,"
Weekend,but U.S. House minority
Beliveau said.
leader Richard Gephardt will speak
made by organizers
Gephardt was first elected to
in the Student Union's Page Comto
stress
that
the
the House in 1974 and in 1989 was
mons Room.
rally is nonchosen to serve as the House DemoGephardt's talk is scheduled to
cratic leader. Hailing from Misbegin at 5 p.m. on Saturday and
partisan.
souri, Gephardt has made the fowill address proposed federal cuts
in student aid . Also speaking at the Cotter. There was originally some cus of his career the improvement
event will be Maine's Second Dis- concern that holding the rally on of the lives of working class cititrict Congressman, John Baldacci. Family Weekend would create the zens.
In the 1994 Republican landslide
The rall y is sponsored by the impression that the College was
Colby Democrats and will include taking a stand and supporting election, John Baldacci was one of
opening remarks by President Wil- Democratic leadership. Cotter said the few freshman democrats
liam Cotter, who will welcome the that this is not the case, however, elected. He resides in Maine's secCongressmen to the campus. Also and explained that he has* "wel- ond district, which is comprised of
scheduled to speak at the rally are comed many politicians," includ- the Northern and Central regions/
students from Colby, as well as ing President George Bush and and has joined the fight to save
those from other Maine colleges, Maine Senator Cohen, to campus. student aid.Q
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Harley Davidsons ^
student s and faculty together
BY HIXARY PETERSON
Contributing Writer

Paul Doss, assistant professor of
geology, and. his wife Heidi, an environmental educator, participated
in the United Bikers of Maine Annual Toyride in Augusta on September 10, 1995 and encountered
two Colby students along the way.
Although the Dosses are each
members of HOG,the Bangor Chapter of Harley Davidson bikers, this
was their first year participating in
the event.
This year the Annual Toyride
collected educational toys which
were distributed to needy children
by the Augusta Salvation Army.
Doss and his wife brought several
environmental learning books for
children.
According to Doss, the parade
motorcycles
proceeded from the
of
Augusta Civic Center to the State
House, and was led by Governor
Angus King and other elected legislators including Senator Olymp ia Snowe. According to the Morning Sentinel, Governor King just
bought his own Harley Davidson
last week.
According to Doss, there were
approximately 15,000 bikers from
all over the Northeast gathered at
the Civic Center. He and his wife
could not even locate the other mem-

Hundreds of thousands of black men assembled last Wednesday on
the National Mall in Washington, D.C. for the Million Man March.
Despite claims by event organizers that 1to 2 million people attended
the rally, the march drew a crowd officially estimated at 400,000.
Whether looking for racial solidarity or for personal direction, black
men came together from across the nation for the march through
Washington. Many prominent blacks, including the Reverend Jesse
Jackson and the poet Maya Angeloii, spoke to the gathering. In his twohour speech, Louis Farrakhan, organizer of the event and leader of the
Nation of Islam, addressed the audience with underlying separatist
themes and denunciations of white supremacy, urging black men to
make productive their communities.

•Paris bombing threatens
French security
Echo p hoto by AmyRzezmkiewicz
Geology Professor Paul Doss and student Colby Wyatt *96.
bers of the Bangor chapter with
whom they had planned to ride.
The Dosses saw a Colby student,
Colby Wyatt '96, who had been a
student of both. "The neat twist to
this story is that as a Colby professor I ran into a student of both mine
and Heidi's at the Civic Center,"
said Doss.
Wyattparticipatedintheridewith
Carolyn Donahue '96. After meeting

t UJNU3, continued f r ompage 1

teach the students and work with them enough."
For the last five years, King-Lovelacehas taught students how to produce and edit their films. :,
According to Mannocchi,King-Lovelace's$3500 salary
was initially covered by the Women'sStudies Department.
When Mannocchi returned from directing the Colby in
London program in 1993 , she found that the $3500 had
been allocated to bringing in speakers for the department.
"Basically, that budget of mine disappeared and it wasn't
the Women _Smdiesprogram'sfiault,becausetheythoug
ht
I was going to be away."
The funds for King-Lovelace's salary were covered in
1993by TrusteeEllen Haweeli '69,who was an overseer of
the Women's Studies program. Haweeli appreciated what
the students were doing in the course and gave a gift of
$25,000 for equipment and other costs.
When Mannocchi returned in the spring of 1994 from a
semester-long medical leave, she assumed that there was
still money left over from the trustee gift that was going to
fund King-Lovelace.However,shewastold that the money
was gone.
Last year the money to cover King-Lovelace's salary
came from the discretionary budget, a fund designated to
startnew coursesin their firstyear.AccordingtoMannocchi,
McArthur had to come up with the money to pay KingLovelacebecauseofthedescriptioninthecoiirsecatalogue.

up with Doss,the four decided to ride
together to the State House.
"We were in a parking lot of
11,000 people and we spotted
eachother,"said Wyatt. "They rode
with usinstead of finding their chapter."
According to Doss, The United
Bikers of Maine sponsor a number
of charitable events throughout the
year.Q

According to McArthur,Mannocchi should have submitted a budget request last spring to arrange for funding
'..
this year... .
. " .¦. ' . ', '". .' ".'/, ¦
. ....
Mannocchi said McArthur made it clear that in the
future the salary could not be covered by the dean'sbudget.
"He wrote me a note saying that there's no more money
and you ought to change your course description so that
you don't promise the ability to make the documentary,"
said Mannocchi.
"When I came back this fall it was pretty clear to me
that the money was not going to be there. So, though the
course still exists, it will just be a regular course, and it
won't have the component of the documentary," said
Mannocchi.
Charles Bassett, professor of English and director of
American Studies, said he would allocate at least $1500
from the American Studiesbudget to continue the course.
"I've given her all the money I've got,"said Bassett. *
"I think it's an important class to have at Colby," said
Bassett."I hope she can come up with the restof the money
— how, I don't know."
"I now need to come up with $2000,and we can run the
course, but I don't know who to go to,"said Mannocchi.
Until funds are provided to finance The American
Dream, students will not be able to participate in the
production of a documentary for the class.Q
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•"Million Man March" unites
thousands

Mon. - Sat. Luncheon Special s 11-4

Sunda y Buffe t
( 10 items)
Buy one , Get second at Half Price
• pius Many Other Menu Items •
L—¦
"—"-^
Exotic
Drinks*
• cockta ils *
• Gift certificates •

A bomb exploded during rush hour last Tuesday in a crowded
central Paris commuter train. Reports list 29 injured, including five
people in serious condition and several with lost limbs or feet. The
bombing followed a pattern of eight preceding attacks in France in less
than five months. The attacks have been attributed to the Armed Islamic
Group, the most radical of the Algerian Muslim fundamentalist rebels.
The group opposes French aid to the army-dominated government in
Algiers. The bombing occurred despite enhanced French security measures and has set off national alarm, forcing France to confront the
formidable threat imposed by the Islamic militants.

•Cult trial prevails over Japan
Japan 's "trial of the century" of the Aum Supreme Truth Cult
accused in last March's fata l gas bombing of the Tokyo subway system
began last week in Tokyo. The case parallels the United States' O.J.
Simpson trial in both its media domination and high level of public
interest. Aside from the 23 deaths attributed to the cult, they are
presently under investigation for the production of chemicals used iri
industrial espioriage anil further terrorist activity. Unprecedented iri
Japanese history, over 3,000 Japanese citizens gathered in central Tokyo
at the Hibiya Park amphitheater, hoping to claim one of only 56 seats
reserved for the public.

•Clinton Administration battles
to send troops to Bosnia
Debates held last week revealed a clash between the Clinton Administration and members of both the Republican and Democratic parties
over plans to send 20,000 American troops to enforce the shaky peace in
Bosnia, While the Administration feels that this is a crucial step in order
to ensure the stability of Europe as well as provide U.S. credibility in
NATO, Republicans and Democrats alike disagree. Last Tuesday's
debate focused on the Wars Powers Act,which documents the extent of
the power the President has in influencing war, and the issue of whether
Congressional approval is necessary before troops can be sent, .
Compiled by Maria Thompsonfrom the New York Times, October 16-20,
1995.
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President's C ouncil
celebrates the Funk
BY MELISSA GEHBI

official events scheduled for the
allotted Spotlight Lecture tim e,
people are not coming.
As of November 1,all 21-yearold party hosts will be required to
attend briefing sessions in order
to learn about their responsibilities as hosts. Attendance at the
sessions,th ough very long, is necessary in order to host a party.
In response to complaints by
first-year students, Director of
Student ActivitiesBen Jorgenson
has set up a telephone line (Moose
Line) that includes a recorded
message detailing all events occurring on campus. The message
will be up dat ed every Thur sday
and can be accessed by dialing
for the show.
"STU A" .
In Commons Council news,
Todd P oling '98 raised his conCh aplin Commons report ed that th e cerns about the Jitney. *"Thereare
Bob' s Bear Bash went well and the lots of kids waiting up to 40minevent wa s enj oyed by everyone. utes for the vans/'said Poling. He
J ohnson Commons reported that suggested the possibility of getth ey will hold, in conjunction with ting anothervanbecauseon weekMary Low Commons, a Blackl ight ends the Jitney is especially late
Dance on November 4. In addition, and there are "many students drivLov ej oy Commons ha s planned ing home drunk."
Halloween nig ht readings in
The n ext Presidents ' Council
Lorimer Chapel.
meeting is scheduled for NovemDean of Students Janice Kass- ber l.Q

Discussion of the Funk was the
pr edominant top ic the October 18
Pr esidents ' Council meeting, evidenced by two members of the
cou ncil showing up dr essed and
read y for the show. Other issues
included Commons Council reports , concerns over the Spotli ght
Lecture Series, the formation of a
Diversi ty Group,Jitney problems
an d the bri ef ing session soon t obe
r equired of all party hosts.

Because of the lack of diversity
on campus , Student Association

(Stu-A) President Tom Ryan '96
has developed a Diversity Group
responsible for creating solutions
to the problem. Hall Presidents
polled members of th eir dorms f or
opinions regarding such a group,
and said they found most students
werein favor.Ry an addressed several of the Council's concerns , including determining th e actu al
purpose of the Diversity Group as
well as identif y ing any other
groups on campus currentl y working on the problem.
"The Campus Community
[Committe e] has been charged
with this problem , and th ey hav e
been largel y ineffectu al," Ryan

;
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man r ep ort ed pr oblems with
Spotlight Le ctu re attend ance and
that although th ere ar e no oth er

said. "Admissions is doing a fantasti c j ob, [but] it's an issue of
retairunent/'
By a vote of 17-7, the formation
of the gr oup was approved and
within six weeks will issue a report
on their progress.
The meeting also included reports that ticket sales for the Funk
were steady and that everyone was
encouraged to dress in Funk attire

Staff Writer
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sanitation, fire and other safety issues and stolen property. If contraband is discover ed in pla in sight, it
may be confiscated. Disciplinary action would likely follow ."
The Handb ook def ines "pla in
sight" as something "in open , plain
view." Contraband is that which is
"illegal or unauthorized by state or
federal law or by College regulations/'Thoroughfoomsearches may
only be conducted with a warr ant.
Pr oblems aros e last year dur ing
spring break when Security conducted room inspections — to make
sure windowswere closed and doors
were locked—with only one officer ,
according to Deanof StudentsJanice
Kassman. Security discovered objects such as college _furniture/ road
signs and drug par aphernalia, but
because they had not followed the
policy of always having two people
present at inspections, they could
not prosecute,according to Kassman.
"[Security] never opens drawers
or looks in closets without a search
warrant," said Kassman.
"There is no change in inspection
pol icy,"Kassmansaid. "Rather,there
will be a closer adherence to the established policy and now the responsibility for locking rooms before vacation will be held by hall staff. "
"Students should know that [the
administration] is not always going
to ignore it," said Anninio. "We 're
going to have to be a lot stricter. "Q

Bain & Company
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College
employees—Theprimarypurpose of
these inspections is to ident if y concerns rel ated to general mainten ance,
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drug paraphernalia, students will
face th e lega] consequence s, accord ing to Detective Jeff Bearce of the
Waterville Police Department.
"Colby is no different th an any
place in Waterville," said Bearce. If
someone is found in possession of
less than 11/4 ounces of marijuana,
it is a civil offense with a first-time
off ender fine of $100. If parap hernalia such as roll ing pap er or a b ong is
found, it automatically becomes a
criminal offense and a criminal
r ecord , as well as steeper fines, will
ensue, according to Bearce. Possession of more than 1 1/4 ounces is a
class D misdemeanor with a $500
fine and possiblejail with pro bati on,
and possession of over 2 pounds is
trafficking, which brings a jail sentence and possibl e $500,000 fine,said
Bearce.
Accord ing to Anninio, the stepin
up enforcement is more a reaction
to student complaints than to an adnunistrative plan aimed at reducing
drug; and alcohol consumption.
"It 's a balancing act," said
Vizzoni. "[The adrninistration] has
been hard on alcohol and I think they
see it as unfair to just crack down on
alcohol without doing th e same for
marijuana ."
The debate concerning the circumstances under which the administr at ion and Secur ity have authority to inspect rooms has also recently
been addressed. The Student Handbook states that "th e College has the
right to enter rooms for maintenance
or inspection at any time. Periodic
room inspections are madeby atl east
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Changes in Golby tour guide process improve efficiency
BY ANNA HAMLIN
Contributing Writer

What is the best thing about
Colby ? What is the worst thing about
Colby? What is the alcohol situation at Colby?
Many prospective students ask
these questions every day as they
tour the Colby campus. This fall
changes were made to tour-guiding
process to improve its efficiency.
According to Kim Schock '96, a
tour guide and lobby host coordinator, tour guides are very important
.

in the admissions process. The impression that prospective students
take home from a tour is dependent
upon what they see and who they
talk to while on campus.
A tour may be the only opportunity for prospective students to get
an accurate impression of Colby.
Admissions coordinators havebeen
working to make the tour process
"more efficient and more controlled," said Schock.
According to Schock, the decision to improve the tour process
was made after Colby admissions

coordinators attended an admissions conference at Babson College
in Boston in February.
At the conference, representatives from colleges across theUnited
States met to discuss the admissions
tour and overnight host programs
at their schools.
"At the conference we were
given the opportunity to see how
other schools guided their tours,
thereby allowing Colby to reevaluate and improve its system," said
Schock.
In the past, a total of 66 tour
. •

guide volunteers led tours in teams
of two, but problems arose from
this process. "Due to the large number of guides, we found that some
people weren't giving enough tours
and some were not up to date on
facts," said Schock.
As a result, the number of tour
guide volunteers was cut in half,
from 66 to 33. Each tour guide is now
responsible for two tours a week.
"We wanted to give people more
responsibility, to make it a more
prestigious thing to do," said
Schock. "We wanted to encourage
_j

people to become more dedicated
to their role as a tour guide, and it
has worked out," said Schock.
"This new process is more efficient," said Beth Traglia '97. "It enables tour guides to give tours more
frequently, keeping us in practice."
According to Schock, Admissions would like to encourage anyone interested in being a tour guide
second semester to go on practice
tours before the end of the semester.
Test tours will be offered at the end
of the semester for both Jan Plan
and second semester positions.?

HOMELESS,
continued f r omp age 1

clothing,"said Blair-Chapman.
"No matter what your skills,
interests, or re source s, there are
ways you can make a difference for some of the men,
w omen , and children who are
homeless."
"This year is seeing a tremendous increase in people turning
to the shelter for emergency assistance," said Blair-Chapman.
"Occupancy at the shelter has
increased 81 percent in the last
six months.
"Anyone can become homeless — everyone can help," said
Blair-Chapman." If you are interested in donating either your
time or money to the Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter, you may call
them at (207) 872-6550. Any donation turned in by the end of
next week will be matched by an
anonymous donor.Q
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Arts and Entertainment

Ellis Pau l gives powerf ul performan ce in Spa

|pi§§
| !I!

LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Despite the distracting atmosphere of
the Spa, renowned folk singer Ellis Paul put
on an impressive and entertaining show
last Thursday . Paul p layed from his new
album "Stories " and took numerous requests
during two sets that lasted over two hours.
Paul, a Presque Isle, ME native, has performed at Colby numerous times. His strongest talents are his song writing and his
sense of humor. It is rare to see someone
who is as creative and touching a songwriter
as Paul, and from the moment the show
began he displayed his comedic talents.
The most entertaining moment of the
show came when Foss Dining Hall Manager Joey McClain joined Paul on stage
during the song "Paris in a Day ." Paul sang
about his drunken memory of the Mona
Lisa who "smiles just like she knows me/
She's a woman with nothing to lose/But
she will never take a lover in the Louvre."
McClain helped with the background vocals and almost stole the show with his
spirited rendition of the harmony.
Paul's opener, "Autobiograp hy of a Pistol", was an excellent way to begin the show.
He was dressed in a blue shirt, black jeans
and black boots and he danced around with
the dimmed lights reflecting off the trim of
his acoustic guitar. His voice had an almost
Irish sound, and his facial expressions were
active and humorous.
Most of Paul's best songs were about
people.
"Many of my songs are dfiaracter
sketches of people I know pretty well," he
said. "As a result, no one tells me about
themselves anymore."
One of the crowd's favorites was "All
My Heroes WereJ unkies."Although the song
had many funny moments, it was a touching portrayal of a heroin addict friend who
has seen his glory days disappear.
While many of his songs were interspersed with humor, two particular songs
had the audience practicall y rolling with
laugh ter, "fester Fool " was a funny account
of a time when the singer woke up in bed
with a woman who tapped him with a shoe
and said "Put this on quick/M y boyfriend
is coming up the stairs."
"Rat Song," a story from the perspective
of a rat named Wilbour, was requested several times. Wilbour tells of taunting a cat
and how he wears Old Sp ice and smokes
Pall Malls.
"Here She Is," "3000 Miles " "All Around
Me I see Ghosts," and "Look at t he Win d Blow "
were all memorable songs. Paul is an ac-

"Jeffrey
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LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Photo Courtesy of Black Wolf Records

Ell is PauVs new a lbum "Stories. "
complished guitarist and harmonica player,
and he interspersed many of his songs with
poems.
The only disappointment of the night
was the distractions of the Spa. Pool balls
cracked in the background and at one point

the microwave beeped so many times that
Paul commented, "Potatoes are done." It is
truly an honor to have as great a performer
as Paul to come to Colby, and hopefully he
will return again and be able to play in a
more suitable location.Q

Released earlier this year, Ellis. Paul's
"Stories" is one of the best albums of the
year. Even if you missed Paul's performance on campus last week, you will not
want to miss "Stories."
"Stories" captures Paul's distinct and
compelling voice,and "3000 Miles" is one
of its best songs. It tells the story of Robert
Wilson,ayoungman exploringthe country
on a Greyhound bus, who is more on the
rttn than on vacation. Paul sings, "Now 21
is as good asany age that I'd confess to,let's
just say I'm old enough to get away." The
words"I studied awhile,but collegegot in
my way"ring especially true.
''Rivei^'alsostiikesafanuliarand touching chord. Paul has a gift that few recent
folk singershave: theability to writeabout
currentissues and people and not be melodramatic. "River"is about River Phoenix's
death,and whileitmayborderonthesappy,
it is still effective. "Autobiography of a
Pistol"is as dose to a protest song as you
can get, but it stands alone on its mere
miisicahryandpoeticallyrics."Somethings
theyneverteU
you,whenyoua_eridingthe
assembly tine/Likewho11 be the hands to
hoIdyou/AndwIiat
'stheirsfateofmind/'it
is one of the most memorable lines on the
CD.
Although "River"and "Autobiograp hy
of a Pistol" demonstrate his Dylan-like
abilities to sing about big time issues and
celebrities/ Paul is at his best when he
writes about the ordinary. His character
sketches and love songs are as moving as
some of Tom Waits'work. "Here Sheis"is
his strongest love song on the album, and
he describeshis lover as a Picasso because
"She's got a few things out of place/Like
when she smiles,it'sslightly out of line/If s
half awkward,yet half grace."
In many ways, "S tories" shows that
Paul himself is close to being the Picasso of
folk music. Picasso once said, "Ait is a lie
that helps us see the truth." Paul's songs
may be made up,but they sound and feel
like the truthO

" accounts one man 's stru ggle in the face of HIV

LAURA HURLEY

Contributing Writer

Finding love in a decade where
sex and death are interconnected can
be overwhelming, especially for a
young gay man in search of love and
intimacy.
"Jeffrey " takes a humorous look at
the decisions facing Jeffrey (Stephen
Weber),a twenty-somethinggayman,
as he examines the fate of sex in the
'90s. He consequentl y embraces celibacy. Jeffrey equates sex with joy, and
for him, the threat of AIDS and the
concept of safe sex has eliminated
whatever joy he once found. However, no sooner does he swear of sex
then he meets Steve (Michael T.
Weiss). Unfortunatel y, while Steve
may be Jeffrey 's Mr. Right, he is also
HIV positive.
The film focuses on the struggles

that Jeffrey faces as he tries to deal
with his love for Steve,and his inability to see beyond the HIV. He seeks
answersfrom many differentsources
about why disease exists, but only
finds solace in a conversation that he
has with the apparition of a friend
who has recently died of AIDS. From
this deceased friend , Jeffrey learns
how to live again, and how to accept
the inevitability of death in all relationships.
"Jeffrey " transcends the barrier of
homosexual versus heterosexual in
its exploration of shared common
emotion. From the moment Jeffrey
meets Steve in the gym and experiences the awkwardness of beingclose
to someone he finds attractive, to the
time when he first sees the deteriorationofanacquaintancewhohasAIDS,
this film captures the essence of what
it means to be alive, to suffer, an d to

find love. Jeffrey s struggles represent the struggles that we all face as
we attempt to deal with the AIDS
epidemic and death in general.
this movie offers many laughs
and is highly entertaining. It takes a
playful look at all of the precautions
that are taken as a result of HIV, yet
undemeathitshumorthereliesapainful reality that is addressed moreseriously as the movie progresses. A gay
couple (Patrick Stewart and Bryan
Batt) who are Jeffrey's closest friends
embody this concept of humor in juxtaposition with grief, and it is from
them that Jeffrey learns that without
life and happiness, even in the presence of death, there is only despair.
In the beginning of the film, Jeffrey muses that love should beat evPhoto courtesy of Orion Picture s
erything,including AIDS. Eventually
Bryan
Batt
, Patrick Stewart, Steve Weber and Michael Weiss
he finds out that, in its own way, it
f r o m the cast ©/'"Jeffrey. "
does.Q

"Mak ers '95" displays Maine Blue Flames
crafts at Colby Art Museum play true blues
ANNA GOLDSMITH

LARRY BENESH

Staff Writer

Until December 10> the Museum of Art will be hosting
"Makers '95 ," the sixth biennial
exhibition of fine Maine crafts.
The jud ged exhibit features the
work of 42 artists who are either
residents of Maine or artisans
who have been members of the
Maine Crafts Association for
over a year.
Although the crafts are hi ghly
diverse, each work in the "Makers '95" show is of exemplary
quality and displays characteristics that portray each artist's
individual response to his or her
surroundings. One piece of art
that displays this Maine sensibility wonderfull y is Rilda
Rebmann's "Nest for the Soul. "
At first glance "Nest for t he
Soul " looks like a simple replication of a bird's nest. Upon
closer observation, it is evident
that the work is actually made
of bronze. To create this piece, a
nest of real sticks and twigs was
first fashioned, then a mold was
made around it. Once the mold
was complete, the nest was
burned and bronze was poured,
leaving in its place a perfect replica of the nest.
There are also fine examples
of basketry, high-fired porcelain, stoneware, furniture, jewelry, hand painted cottons, other

Rock" was one of the faster pieces,
and a number of people from the
audience danced along while
Central Maine is not exactly the Wainoris sang "When I get home/
blues capital of the world,so it may Take off my shoes /Dance away my
seem surprising that a blues band blues."
from Waterville could put on a solid
Gill is a strong harp player, and
blues show. Last Friday night in most oi the songs illustrated that
the Spa, The Blue Flames did just talent at onepoint or another. "Wolfs
that. Dressed in the traditional Boogie," a medley of Howlin' Wolf
black, the five piece band utilized songs adapted by Gill, was one of
six different .inhis best songs on
struments and Gill is a strong harp
the harmonica.
three singers in
The swamp blues
player , and most of song "Scratch My
their performance
that lasted almost
the songs
Back " also feafour hours.
tured an excellent
illustrated that
D.W.Gill is the
harmonica solo.
talent.
apparent leader of
His own song
'"Nig ht crawler
group. He was the
lead singer on most of the songs, Blues" was solid as well.
and he is a spirited harmonica and
Wainoris is a stead y blues guitenor sax player. Doug Wainoris tarist. Although his solos were not
also sang a number of songs and extraordinary, they suited the songs
played lead guitar. The two have well. His vocals on songs like
been playing together for 25 years, "Snaggatoo ," "Reconsider ," and
and in the '70s they opened for "Crosscut Saw " were all done well.
legendary blues singer Mudd y His guitar came alive best on ChiWaters when he played in Maine. cago blues song "Snatch it Back and
Last year they recorded with Wa- Hold it."
ters'pianoplayer,Pine Top Perkins,
The only miss was the attempt
and their album hit #3 on the blues at a Joe Cocker-style "You are so
' charts.
Beautiful to Me." While it is an exThe Blue Flames played mostly cellent song, the vocals were not
covers b y blues greats like quite adequate and it had a melHowlin' Wolf , Albert King, and lowing effect on the crowd.
James Cotton. They opened with
Overall, The Blue Flames put
Waters ' instrumental p iece, on a fun and musical show that
, demonstrated that good blues can
"Chicken Shack. "
During the first set, "Barefoo t be found in Maine.Q
A & E Editor

Photo courtesy of Communications
"Annun ciation: Whose Instrument Am P is one of the
Maine craf ts being shown at the Art Museum.
fabric art, and several multimedia
presentations incorporating everything from calligraphy to metallic thread.
Through the duration of the
show the Museum Shop will fea-

ture representative samp les of
Maine arts and crafts. A visit to
the museum is also a great opportunity to impress the parents, so keep it in mind this
weekend.^
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"S ix Characters in S earch of an Aut hor "
Strider Theater
Oct. 26 — 28 at 8 p.m.
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The Colby Eight and The Colbyettes
Spa
Oct 27 a t 9p m
Colby Symphony Orchestra
Colby Music Series
Lorimer Chapel
Oct. 28 at 8 p.m.
Ghost Stories
with Charlie Bassett and Jim Boylan
Lorimer Chapel
Oct. 31 at 9:30 p.m.
24th Annual Colby Craft Fair
Fieldhouse
Oct. 28 from Wa.m. to 5 p.m.
"Makers '95"
Con temporary Ma ine Cr a f t Show
Museum of Art
Mon. - Sat. from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sundays from 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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"A Picture Account"
Slide Lecture by Abelardo Morell
Liberal Arts Lens Series
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center
Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m.
Concert Band
directed by John Morneau
Pickard Theater, Memorial Theater
Oct. 28 at 2 p.m.
^
UMaine at Orono
"Our Place in Space"
Planetarium Show
Wingate Hall
Oct 27 at 7 p.m.
"Richard Derby Tucker. Paintings "
Carnegie Gallery, Carnegie Hall
Oct 26 — Nov. 1
9 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
"Particular Places : Two Maine Visual Artists "
Hauck Auditorium Gallery, Memorial Union
Oct 26 — Nov. 1
7 a.m. to midnight
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"Outbreak "
Stu-A Film
Lovejoy 100
Oct. 26 — 28 at 6:30 and 9 p.m.
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"Jeffrey "
Railroad Square Cinema
Oct. 27 - Nov. 2 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 28 - 29 matinee at 1, 5 p.m.
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"The Chinese Feast "
Railroad Square Cinema
Oct. 27 - Nov. 2 at 9 p.m.
Oct. 28 - 29 matmee at 3 p.m.
"An Awfully Big Adventure'
Railroad Square Cinema
Oct. 27-Nov. 2at 7:15 and 9:25 p.m.
Oct 28 - 29 matinees at 12:40, 2:50,5 p.m.
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Letters

Thanks for the Funk

Republican cuts hurt students

How did you prepare yourself for the Funk? Like many others ,
your Pa rliamentary preparation consisted mainl y of buying a ticket ,
and maybe taking a tri p to Spencer 's for some funk y all-st ar duds.
Not too much effort spent for another good time.
Here 's what the members of the Colb y Student Association did to
prepa re f or P-Funk: President Tom Ryan and Treasurer Brian Golden
spent the entire month of October worry ing about the financial risk
of hosting George Clinton. Social Chair Alex Chin set the whole deal
up, fully knowing that if the concert was not successful , he himself
would be play ing the next one with a banjo and a harmoni ca. Vice
President Tina Goudreau set up two last minu te showings of "PCU"
to add to the spirit of the event. Publicity Chairs J ulia Kovacs and
Paul Fontana devoted countless hours to the design of P-Funk
posters and flyers. Fontana made numerous tri ps to Portland and
nearby colleges, plastering posters and flyers everywhere he went to
spread word of the Funk. Had it not been for Fontana* - publicity, the
funk would have flunked.
Commons Presidents helped inform the masses and aided in
loading in and assembling the stage. A devoted crew of hall presidents stayed after the concert until 4 a.m. tak ing apart the stage and
loading out in the pouring rain.
The Clinton concert was the biggest show this school has ever
seen. As a result of the hard work and determina tion of the Stu-A to
please the student body, it was a success.

This week the Republican revolution led by Newt Gingrich will
vote to cut more than $10billion out
of student aid. These cuts are real:
Pell Grants, Stafford Loans, Direct
Lending and the Americorps National Service program. American
students and their families depend
on these federal programs to pay for
college. If these cuts pass, Mr.
Gingrich and the Republicans could
deny America'sstudents the opportunity to attend college. Is this the
change that the American voters
asked for last November? Students
and their families are beginning to
realize it is not.

Who s dreams are you pursuin g?

Size doesn 't matt er
With the recent campus additions of the Harold Alfond Athletic Center , the Olin Science Center , the Paul Schup f Wing of the
Art Museum and the Pugh Center , it is hard to ignore th at fact that
large donations , both from individuals and corp orations , play an
integral role in expanding the opportunities Colb y can offer its
students.
However , it is not just major monetary gifts that Colb y students rel y upon to expand their educational horizons. There are
many other aspects of the College which are financed by private
donors , and without these gifts Colby would be severel y limited.
Last year , Colby alumni gave a total of $1.91 million to the
College throug h the annual Alumni Fund. An addition al $318,000
was raised by parents/This money is an significant pa rt of the
Colb y bud get; without it the College would have to cut pr ograms
or increase tuition.
Whil e most yearl y gifts are put into a general fund , those
which have been directed toward a specific department are earmarked as a source of funds to fulfill a pred etermined departmental bud get. If an alum wishes to give money to support a specifi c
program or professor , the Development Office will work with
them to make sure the gift is used in the College 's best interest.
Endowed chairs and scholarshi ps are also dependent on private gifts and provide opportunities that students and faculty
might not otherwise have , but for an extended period of years .
While Larry Pug h and the Olin Foundation may have made the
biggest marks on campus , their donations are no more crucial to
Colb y 's well-being than those of each alum , parent , and friend of
the College.
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President Clinton and the global economy is like cutting deDemocratic Party understand in- fense spending during the height of
vesting in the future of America. cold war. The debate in WashingUnder the Republican budget plan ton right now centers around what
American students will not get the part of government works and what
education they need because many part of government does not work.
of them will not be able to afford In order to guarantee that America
college. Over 5million students and is armed for future struggles in the
their families will have to pay more impending global economy, we
for college under the Republican fieed to make a simple choice. Do
plan. This will pay for a tax break we want to protect access to higher
totaling $245 billion for the wealthi- education? Or do we want to deny
est Americans. This comes at a time opportunities to students solely bewhen the cost of college continues cause of their ability to pay?
to rise.
President Clinton has said that
Emmett Beliveau '99
cutting funding for education in this
President, Colby Democrats

The dream of an education that
harmonizes beautifully with your
wants and the worlds needs probabl y died long ago for you. Except for the few people whose
learning sty les match exactl y
those which a Colby education
presupposes, most of us turn our
youthful dreams into bastards.
The camaraderie behind the soft
lullaby of whining together, the
pressure of "the real world" so
emphatically enforced by those
who have already compromised
their dreams, and the encouragement that there is more to college
than academics, makes us forget
that we ever had dreams that
couldn't be sacrificed.
"I'm not sacrif icing my dreams
by going to Colby," we are condi-

tioned to respond. "I am actuall y
going through a necessary step
toward fulfilling my dreams." I
ask you these questions. Are your
dreams really your dreams? Are
they even dreams anymore? Who
are you here for? Is the future so
unprecious and certainly drud gery that more of your life can be
spent diluting yourself into mediocrity and capitulating your intellectual integrity? Why do Colby
academics not touch you deep
down in.your soul?
The time has come — it has
been here for quite a while — to
recognize that what a Colby education expects of us it makes most
difficult to achieve, that seeing
the connection between subjects
and pursuing life-long learning

are directly countered by the enforcement of an archaic educational system. With anxiety more
and more restrictions are put in
p lace. What is really needed is
imagination and the belief that
given the opportunity, students
will pursue their passions and
establish the foundations for a
more compassionate, sustainable,
and glorious future.
Re-dream your dreams. Construct an education that fosters
them. Raise your head, heart, and
hands in defiance. I refuse to believe that you are so average and
obsequious as Colby supposes.

After running a number of large
concerts, I know how much work is
required behind the scenes to make
them work. On behalf of the Colby
Community, I would like to thank
the students: Paul Fontana, Julia
Kovacs, Alex Chin, Brian Golden,
Tom Ryan, Tina Gourdeau, Jen
Rose, Angie Milardo, the Commons

Presidents and Vice-Presidents,
Hall Presidents, and staff: Josh
Eckel, Karen Bourassa, Dan Benner,
Keith Stockford , Ben Foster, Scott
Kadnar, members of the grounds,
security and custodial crews and
the Waterville Police Department
for all of the hard work that went
into making the George Clinton

concert last Saturday such a success. It was the largest concert I can
recall at the College and I would
also say one of the best run. Thanks
to everyone involved for all of the
hard work.

I have waited two years at
Colby to join the legions of students who use the opinions pages
to vent their frustrations. I have
finall y given in to the pressure to
be offended by something, at
sometime, and by someone, on this
campus and to voice my feelings
about it. To be more precise there
have been two things that have
convinced me to voice my opinion.
Number one, and probably the
one that most directly attacked my
persona; just because I am a white,
middle class, male Republican
does not mean t h a t I am
unaccepting, insensitive,businessminded, conservative and , my favorite, living "in a warped 1950s
sort of way ."
No two people have experienced the same life. This is important. No two peop le should think
the same. I have always though t
that everyone is entitled to an opinion. I have always believed that as
humans our experiences have
sh a p ed who we are and wha t we
hold as true. This isn't an exclusive thing. This isn't just another

white, middle class-Republican
male feeling oppressed by all of
the activists. This is an American
thing. America the democracy.
America founded on the ideas of
freedoms. You can segrega te, form
factions or celebrate you heritage,
but don't lecture me on what I
should think or better yet who I
am. While you may not agree with
me and I may not agree with you,
this doesn't mean one of us is
wrong. I respect your opinion and
you should respect mine. These
differences of opinion that we have
are the things that shape our nation. There are no two Democrats
who think the same, and in response to Mike Truman and his
app lauding of the Democrats on
campus (Echo, Oct. 19), not all Republicans think the same. You do
not "know what a Republican is."
I hope that the Democrats win
some seats in the upcoming election. I hope both parties are able to
do their best for the nation. I would
app laud with greater vigor the
t hough t of a th ird par t y to even
give bot h p arties a push. I also
would like to point out to Mike

that attacking the Republican party
with derogatory epithets only
makes the Democrats appear
weaker or — bite my tongue —
less open-minded.
Secondl y, this Friday night I
went to the Colbyettes' concert.
Congratulations to them and all
the other groups that performed,
but to that couple sitting in the
aisle...! think you showed poor
taste. Public displays of affection
are cute and , if held to moderation, can be quite acceptable. In
the chapel, surrounded b y hundreds of people, including administration , community
and
prospectives, and during a performance is not acceptable. It is immature. I did not go to the concert
to watch people grope each other.
Furthermore, while I am not religious, I am sure someone there
was religious and was app a lled at
the behavior occurring in a p lace
of worship. I t could havebeen distracting to the perf ormers an d I
know it was to the audience. Please
think before you act.

Eric Hansen
Students for Educational
Revolution

Funk y accolades for Stu-A work ers

I

Ben Jorgensen
Director, Student Activities

No more stereot yping or PDA

Greg Moody '97

Opinions
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In defense of pot

¦

Opinions Editor

With all of the problems stemming from alcohol abuse on campus, it is completely unproductive
to try and initiate a crackdown on
marijuana smoking as well. In the
case of Colby, pot is definitely the
lesser of many evils. Therefore, Security and the administration would
be better disposed to concentrate
their effort on diminishing the more
harmful alcohol abuse. After all, no
noe has been taken to the Health
Center for smoking too much pot
this year.
The simple
facts are that pot
smoking is less
harmful than cigarette smokingand
caffeine in terms of addiction. Also,
peop le who are high generally are
totally harmless. As a drug, pot
doesn't motivate people to roam the
campus looking for trouble. One
rarely hears pot mentioned in conjunction with instances of sexual
assault, verbal abuse or destruction
of property. When people on this
campus get hi gh, they usually sit
around and babble incoherently to
themselves. At worst, they make
multiple orders to WHOP.
There is also a protocol involved
in smoking pot that is not a factor in
alcohol. We can thank the flower
children of the 1960's for initiating a
tradition whereby pot is something
that you share. People are expected
to be polite and friendly to each
other when smoking. It is always
frowned upon to be belligerent
when high. By nature, pot is a drug
that does not raise rage or anger in
people. This curbs any instances of
violence due to pot.
Let us examine the true nature of
being high. One is introverted, fairl y
unmotivated to go anywhere, and
taken to fits of hysterical laughter
due to the difficulty in forming coherent thoughts. When a person is
high,they get pleasure out of simple,
harmless things.
Let us also examine what hap-
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Leave the smokers alone
BY WHITNEY GLQCKNER

.

pens when one is too high. Occasionally, people vomit, but more
often than not,they take on thequalities of a potato and sit on the couch.
I am in no way trying to say that
pot is a totally harmless substance.
We know that it can affect our brains
in some very adverse ways. We
know that is dangerous when
smoked before consuming alcohol.
We also know that alcohol causes
cirrhosis of the liver and cigarettes
cause cancer of the lungs. Pot does
not have the potential for permanent damage that LSD does, nor
does it have the
potential for overdose of heroine
and cocaine. In
short, of all the
drugs that Colby
students and faculty do, pot is
probably one of the least harmful.
Women acknowledge that they
are at a .higher risk for sexual abuse
when they are drunk. In fact, the
majority of college date rape involves the excessive use of alcohol.
Thought there are not any statistics
available on the numbers of rapes
that occur where pot is involved,
women are less apt to put their defenses down when using pot.
The fact that pot is both a depressant and a hallucinagenic makes
people very loath to come into close
contact with people that they are
not comfortable with. Niether
women or men are apt to seek out
sex when they are all together too
occupied with making hand puppets on the wall.
It is my all means safer to refrain
from any form of substanse abuse,
however, we are discussing the
lesser of evil.
The administration should ,
therefore, focus on the problems
concerning alcohol abuse.lt is more
dangerous in terms of physical
trauma and instances of violence
that occur directl y from the use of
alcohol. In terms of Colby;suse, pot
is far less harmful. In short, leave
the pot-heads to take care of their
own and focus on one problem at a
time.Q
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Don 't throw b aby out
wit h t he ba t hwat er
BY MARC FAIRBROTHER
Staff Writer

What is today'smind-set toward
historical America? Would anyone
dare say that it is positive? One
would be hard pressed today, in the
land of the free and home of the
brave, tp find a person who feels
good about the American past. Our
books are filled with harsh commentaries, our mass media with
pessimistic anecdotes, our conversations with negative criticisms,and
even our Internet with lambasting
narratives. We are in a world of
complete negativity, and that makes
us happy.
Columbus was a hell-bent conqueror . The founding fathers were
selfish,hypocritical racists. Truman
was a thoughtless and heartless
monarch. Nixon was a crook.
Reagan was a villain. Isn't this the
only thing you ever hear? Do we
actually believe all of this, or do we
feel compelled to believe it because

we know that if we do not the PC
Police will surely be after us? We
are a society, and especially a student body,that is firmly locked onto
the notion that no matter what happened in the past or who did it we
must believe that the actions and
theactors were all negative:thoughtless, heartless, self-serving, racist,
short-sighted and cruel.
We expect our past leaders and
their actions to be flawless. We expect the founding fathers to be godlike, our presidents to be of impeccable character. And then,when we
discover one little deviation from
our impossible-to-achieve expectations,our images are shattered, our
optimism gone. A dark cloud of
pessimism looms dangerously close,
and we are the lone tree in the wideopen field while a lightning storm
of disappointment and disillusionment closes in fast.
Have we truly nothing positive
to say about the past? Although it is
often the case that our favorite his-

torical people and events have been
made into myths in some sense or
another, does that really give us a
license to criticize people we've
never met and whose situations we
can never expect to fully understand? We champion ourselves on
being open-minded, thoughtful,free
people, and then we proceed to debunk a person's character and an
event's significance without even
beginning to comprehend the circumstances surrounding it, and coerce our fellow peers to join in, or
else be branded as naive. Are we
hypocritical? Just slightly.
This is not to say that a critical
evaluation of the past and its actors
is not warranted or even needed.
That is far from the case. We do in
fact need to hear the negative of our
past, of the evil men and women
and their selfish actions. It is only
with the knowledge of the past that
we can hope to progress in the future. However,we must realize that
see AMERICANAon page 10

What is your Halloween costume going to be?
Chelsea Palmer '99
"Lion in the Wizard of Oz, because I want to relive my childhood ."

Conr ad Saam '96

"^_ Freshman girl, so I can get
laid."

Alex Chin '96
"Long Duck Don from Sixteen
Candles , but I gotta find a red argyle
sweater and red shoes."

Ben Grasso '99 and Kerith
Grandinetti '96
"Blue and Green M&M's."
"Because we melt in your m ou th
not in your hands."

Eric Schwa rtz '96
\
professional
love-maker,
"A

because that's what I amb est at."
Echo photos by Merr ilt Duff

Look at the 'messenger,not j ust themessage
BY JOHN DALY
Staff Writer

The recent Million Man March
on Washington, which brought
400,000 black men to the nation's
capitol,was an event with a positive
message. That message became
marred by controversy concerning
the lead messenger, the Reverend
Louis Farrakhan. Many consider
Farrakhan to be racist and sexist
from positions and statements he
has made in the past.
With racial tensions escalating
across the country following O.J.
Simpson's acquittal, it is unfortunate to see an individual such as
Farrakhan being elevated to a position of spokesman and messenger
for the black community. Empowering such a questionable messen-

ger will further strain race relations
in the U.S. by creating a new barrier
to discussion and cooperative action that could benefit the black community.
The Simpson trial and the Million Man March have returned issues of race relations to the forefront of political discussion. Republicans have spent the last year attacking affirmative action, but otherwise ignoring race issues. Speakers at the march p ointed to Newt
Gingrich and Clarence Thomas as
their incentive to organize black
men, and eventually millions of
blacks nationwide, into political action. On the day of the march, President Clinton called for renewed action to combat racism in America.
Such dialogue acknowledges the
importance of racial issues, but will
be meaningless if the focus is short

lived and new action is not taken to
address racial concerns.
Renewed calls to organize blacks
for political action were important
points of the message articulated at

It is unfor t unat e to
see an individual
such as Farrakhan
bein g eleva ted t o a
posi tion of
spokesma n and
messen ger for the
black community.
the Million Man March. Increased
community involvement and voter
registration of blacks would lead to
a more influential role for black vot-
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ers, resulting in greater attention
being played to black concerns on a
national level.
It is inevitable that such a mobilization of an interest group leads to
the elevation of designated spokespersons for the group ;Jesse Jackson
has been an example of a major
spokesperson for the black community in recent years. However, the
exposure and attention being paid
to Jackson is fading. With the 1996
Presidential election approaching,
Reverend Farrakhan is looking to
establish himself as a messenger and
spokesperson for a significant voting block, which would give him
power to influence the outcomes of
the election.
It is entirely appropriate that
such a spokesperson should exist to
ensure that issues important to the
black community are addressed in

the 1996 election. However, Reverend Farrakhan is too controversial a
figure to play such a role without
hindering important race relations
progress that would serve the black
community he seeks to represent.
Ross Perot's candidacy in 1992
serves as an example of an important
message being carried with a less
than desirable messenger. Perot
brought the attention to the federal
deficit thatmany Americans wanted
and felt was needed in the campaign
discussion. However, as an individual, Americans correctly judged
Perot to be of less than presidential
stature. A sounder candidate may
have been more effective, and appropriate,for representingvoter concerns in 1992. For the same reasons,
the message of the black community
in 1996 deserves a better messenger
than the Reverend Farrakhan.O
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continued f r ompage
9
the entire past was not simply a
time of elite men hypocritically
self-serving their own sinful ambitions.
The time has come — if not
already passed — for us to stop
insisting that the stories of our
past are nothingbut vicious lies,
that our previous leaders were
simply power-hungrybastards,
and that we must save our colleagues from their supposed
naivete. Pessimism will get you
nowhere, especiall y unwarranted pessimism. Take accounts of American history with
a grain of salt, not with the entire salt shaker.Q
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SOCCER, continued fromp age 16
tigue from a long road trip the previous night. Gordon went up early
with a goal in the first half. . Colby
foughtbackwithgoalsbyDeSimone
(unassisted) and Neuger (on an assist from Eustis) and began to control the game as they had the previous evening. With 16minutes left in
regulation,however, Gordon tied it
up on a free kick which eventually
sent the game into overtime. Dur-

Open All Day Saturday 11 am-10pm
Serving Sunday Brunch & Dinner from
7 l am-Bpm
Accepting Reservations: 872-2277

*

ing overtime,Colby again controlled
1
play, but could not find the back of
the net.
TheMulesletloose33shotswhile
Gordon could only manage six.
Garni had three saves in net.
"We completely dominated
p lay," said Holsten. "It was unfortunate that we could not win these
games (againstSpringfield andGor-

don), but weareproud to be able to
come back from being down goals
in both games."
Ranking fifth in New England
with a 7-3-2 record, the squad still
has highhopes for post-seasonplay.
They play Thomas College this afternoon and take on rival Bates in
the last game of the regular season
on Saturday .Q
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TENNIS , continued f r omp age 16

COORS LIG HT

7-5. She ended up losing to
Amherst's no. 5 player in the semifinals in three sets, 7-6, 1-6, 1-6.
Colby 's no. 6, co-captain Rachel
Kleinman '96, was the Mules' only
undefeated singles player coming
into the tournament.Kleinman lost
a close match in the quarterfinals to
a talented Wellesely player,4-6,6-4,
2-6.
In doubles, the no. 1 team of
Cheah and Marum lost in the semifinals to Williams.The no. 2 team of
Anderson and Tyng lost a cliff-

HALL OWEEN
PARTY

SAFARI BAR & LOUNGE

•Karyoke
•Free Sweatshirts & T-Shirts
•Costumes
•Drink Specials
•No Cover Charge

hanger to Williams in the semifinals
as well. They had a match point
along the way but couldn't convert
it,as they lost in the end by a score of
7-6,6-7,4-6. Kleinman and Flanigan,
at no. 3, advanced to the semi-finals
by saving a match point against
Bowdoin in the quarterfinals. They
eventually lost in the semifinals to
Amherst in straight sets.
Earlier that week on October 17,
Colby played Bowdoin at the Polar
Bears' home. For the first time in
four years, Colby was victorious

with a convincing 7-2 triumph.
"Defeating Bowdoin was a crucial step towards attaining a high
ranking,"said Mig- "Our fall season
is now over, and it was a successful
one. Everyoneisvery tired and looking forward to a rest."
"The spring matches will determine our fate concerning our ultimate goal: an NCAA tournament
birth," said Illig. "Only fourteen
teams make the NCAAs, and we
have a shot. We have to win our
spring matches."?
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Devastator of the Week

Women's boat places h igh
at Head of the Charles
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Echo photo by Merritt Duff
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One of the reasons why the women's soccer team is 7-3-2
and looking for a playoff birth is the play ofDeSimone at
forw ard.She scored in the second overtime against
Springf ield (who later scored to force a tie) and netted
ano ther in the squad' s tie with Gordon the next day. She
is the team's leading scorer with six goals and one assist.

For most rowers, the Head of
the Charles Regatta is like the
Superbowl of crew. The meet held
in Boston last Saturday receives
considerable attention from the
media in New England, and even
some recognition across the country.
This year, Colby only sent one
boat to the race, the women's club
eight. The boats are p icked through
a lottery system, which is based
partly on how teams finished the
year before.
The boat finished 12th out of 36,
defeating several schools with notoriou sl y strong crew programs.
"The women did very well, they
rowed a very good race,"said Head
Coach Don Angus.
"There are a lot of distractions,"
said Anne Jurgeleit '97. "It's a really
curvy race and a lot of boats are
close by. Considering the conditions,
we were pretty strong."
There was some doubt as to
whether the boat's p lace would
change. The offica l results were not
available at press time and controversy surrounded the crew's finish.

The boat had problems with its
bow number, and there have been
rumors that the boat's finish will be

"I think the program
is getting stronger
every week."
-Head Coach Don
Angus
changed due to the difficulty. A list
of unofficial, results received over
the Internet on Tuesday had the
Colby boat at 30th, according to
Angus.
"There is no way we could have
come in 30th," said Angus. "There
is no way that is correct."
Despite the technicalities, the
cr ew r owed very w ell , especiall y
considering they normally compete
in different boats. Four members
from the lightweight eight, three
from the varsity four and one novice rower made up the team that
trav eled down t o Boston .
We tried to put together the
fastest possible combinations that
we had on the team," said Angus.
"They're good athletes and they

rowed a terrific race."
One of the boats that Colby beat
at the Regatta was the Trinity varsity eight. By placing higher than
Trinity,oneof thestrongerprograms
in NESCAC, the Mules have shown
how strong the crew program here
has become.
"We are one of the dorrunant programsin NESCACnow,"said Angus.
Angus said that the addition of
Trey Haydon, the assistant coach
who handles the women's team,has
helped the Mules.
"Trey's done a great job," said
Angus. "I think the program is getting stronger every week."
The Colby Invitational this weekend will offer a change of pace for
the squad. Previously, the Mules
have been rowing head races of
about three miles. The races this
weekend, and for the rest of the fall.
will be a sprint of 2000 meters, or
about a mile and a quarter.
Unlike the head races, where one
boat is dispatched every 10 or 15
seconds, the sprints feature six boats
lined up next to each other, similar
to a track race.
Bates and Bowdoin will travel
up to Waterville to compete at the
Colby Invitational this weekend.Q

THIS WEEK'S ALLMULE SQ UAD
JESSIE ANDERSON '98

The no. 2 singles competition at New Englands las t
weekend left the tournam ent baffled and beaten by
Anderson. She won the flight without dropping a set in
leading the Mules to a third place f inish. In the
championship, Anderson sent her Bowdoin opponent back
to the bus quickly with a 6-3, 6-0 thrashing.

JUST IN TIME FOR PARENTS WEEKE ND

TERESA TIANGRA <96

As the setter and general of the Mules ' offense , Tiangha
helped the volleyball team to a 3>2 record at the Williams
Invitational , She is also a key player on defense and has
received accolades f r o m Coach Candy Berger on her
contributions to the Mu les' defense.

WOMEN'S

CLUB EIGH T

The hype and stiff competition at the Head of the Charles

Regatta last Sat u rday d idn 't bother the women's boat

f r o m Colby. They f inished 12th out of 36 boats and rowed
well, even thou g h the memb er s of the boa t had very l i ttle
experience rowing together.
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Internships
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Scholarships & Grants
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Syracuse University, 119a Euclid Avenue
Syracuse , NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • DiPA@suadmiri.syr.edu
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Wellness makes me sick
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

It is the most dreaded phone
call any Colby student could possibly think of.
"Hey there Mom. Did you guys
already make reservations for
gra duation?"
"Of course , Ryan. If s a week
before graduation. We made them
two years ago."
"Well , I thoug ht it might he a
good idea if you could postpone
them for another year . I hear the
weather next May is going to be
reall y nice and the speaker is supposed to be much better too."
"What are you talking about ,
boy?"
"Well , you see Mom, there 's
this weird thing here called
Wellness, and I..."
One of the proudest moments
for any student is when you get
that sheet of requ irements in the
mail and right down the line,
they're all fulfilled. The other end
of the spectrum , however , is to
have all of them filled except for
the infamous one.
I don't want to say that the
Wellnessrequirement is a terrible
idea, it has good intentions. The
administration obviousl y cares
about students and their well-being, but the way the program is
carried out is just plain twisted.

The bottom line is this: a great
maj ority of the students on this campus are work out maniacs. Go take a
peek in the fitness center at 4:30
p.m. on any day of the week and
you'll see a small army packed together.
Aside from this, almost 50 percent of the student body participates in a varsity sport. Add on to
this number how many play club
sports , and then how many work
out regularl y. This campu s is one
giant sweat ball.
But for all the exercise that goes
on at this school, how much receives the coveted Wellness credit?
Not much.
Those who play a varsity sport ,
starting with the class of 1998, will
no longer be able to satisf y all their
credits throug h their sport alone.
This is a joke. If is a tr emendous
time commitment to be on a varsity
team , and to make these students
go to seminars or aerobics classes as
well is absurd.
What about those students who
don't play a sport , but still exercise
regularl y? They get screwed. If s as
if you're taking a class over and
over again and not getting any credit
for it
I am one of the unfortunate. I go
running three times a week, and I
have yet to receive any credit I can
alread y hear members of the administration guidingmeto a simple

solution: join a P.E. class or go to
the Wellness seminars.
The last thing I need, however ,
is more appointments. The seminars are difficult to attend because
I'm extremel y busy on Tuesday
nights (as are many other students
who have real seminars ).And committing to a P.E. class would be
just like taking up a fifth class,
with no homework.
I was talking to a senior the
other day who is in the same predicament as I am. He had to break
down and join P.E. class, probably to avoid the dreaded phone
call that is approaching if something isn't done. He said he felt
like he was in junior high once
again.
"Hey, where are you headed?"
"Gym. Don't say a word. "
Wellness, when you break it
down, is just a pain in the butt
And it seems pretty obvious that
the administration takes it about
as seriousl y as the students do.
The rumor bug has told tales
of graduate hopefuls setting up
chairs at graduation for their
Wellness credit. Another story
describes desperate seniors running up and down the steps of
Miller to satisf y their requirement
If these rumors aren 't true , my
resume might have to be tagged
with: "Graduated in five years. (I
wasn't well enoug h.)"Q_

CLAS SIFIEDS

***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break Company! Sell only 15 t rips and t ravel
free ! Choose Cancun , Bahamas , Maza tlan , or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BREAK- Nassau/Pa radise Island , Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Ho t el ,
Transfers , Par t ies, and More ! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commissions! Call
1-800-822-0321.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $300046000+ per
month. Room and Board! Transpor tation! Ma le or Female . No experience necessary. Call (206)5454155 extA5069 1
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World Travel . Seasonal & full-time employmen t available. No experience necessary. For more inform ation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50691
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic conversational English
in Japan , Taiwan , or S. Korea , No teaching backround or Asian languages requi red. For informa tion
call*. (206) 632-1146 ext. J5069 1
FREE FINACIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid is now available fro m pr ivate
sector grants & scholarships. All students are eligible regardless of grades , income , or paren t s
income Let us help. Call Studen t Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F5069 1

WANTED!!! Individual s , Studenet Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK

and FREE TRIPS... CALL INTER CAMPUS PROGRAMS http://www.icpt.com

Ear n MONEY
1-800-327-6013

MAINE ARTISTS & CRAFTERS MALL. Route 201, Fairfield , Me. Re t ail ou t le t for over 200
Artisan Graf ters. One of a kind gifts. Maine wool blankets , and much more ! Open Mon. -Sat. 10-5
Sun. 11-5.
JO B FAIR AT SUGARLOAF/USA - If you arc looking for a winter seasonal position , come t o
our Job Fair and be interviewed. Saturday November 4th , from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Sugarloaf
Base Lodge. Open positi on lists, appl ications and benefit lists available. Great working opportunity
at Maine 's #1 ski resort and great benefits , - Where else can you work at one mountain and ski five
others free?

Parents guide to
weekend
sporting events
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Saturday, October 289 1995
Football
1:30

The Mules are coming off a tough loss to Hamilton, but remain one
of the better teamsin NESCAC at 3-2. In the game this Saturday against
Bates, Colby will begin its quest for an unprecedented eighth straight
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB) Championship. The Bobcats are struggling once again this season with an 0-5 record ,buthave played several
strong teams close and are much improved from years ago.

Women's Soccer
11:30

This Saturday's game against Bates features several twists on what
is already a heated rivalry. Last year, Colby upset the fifth-ranked
Bobcats 2-1 in the final game of the season to ruin their hopes of an
NCAA tournament bid. This year, the much improved Mules stand at
7-3-2, ranked fifth in New England . While two ties this past weekend
and heartbreaking overtime losses earlier in the year will probably keep
the Mules out of the NCAA tourney, their hopes for an ECAC bid are
still high.

Men s Soccer
2:00

In what has been a difficult season for the men's soccer team, a
victory over Bates in the final game of the season would help to boost
spirits. The Mules, who won the ECAC Championship two years ago
and have qualified the last three years, are at 4-8 after several one-goal
losses in which luck wasn't on their side. The match-up against the
Bobcats, who are 4-6-2, should be a good one.

Crew

Hume Center

The young crew program has proven over the past few weeks how
far it has come in such a short time. Several of Colby's boats have given
competitors from Division I programs a run to the finish line, including
the women's club eight that finished 12th out of 36 boats at the Head of
the Charles last weekend. On Saturday, the Mules will host the Colby
Invitational at the Hume Center. CBB rivals Bates and Bowdoin will
make the trip up to challenge the strong Colby team in 2000 meter
sprints.

Field Hockey
11:00

After starting out the season at a disappointing 1-5, the field hockey
team has turned it around. Its new record stands at 4-8, and the Mules
p layed undefeated Williams close while also disposing of a thirdranked Trinity team 2-1. The much improved team will take on Bates
this Saturday in the last game of the season.
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Don't come to us, we 'll come to ynn
Discounts offered with 5 or more per locati on

Call a stylist who cares

Field hockey squad
continues to improve
BY BOB ELLIN&ER

The game against USM was
played without one of the Mules
top defensive players, Sara Harris '99, who was out with a back
injury. Christina Browning '99
moved from side-back to centerback to replace Harris while
Rachel Palmer '99 came off the
bench to play side-back.
Following
the win, the
Mules had only
one day to prepare for a game
against Springfield on its
Astroturf field.
"The game
is
changed
when you play
on turf," said Godomsky. "It is a
different technique with the
speed of both the ball and player
increasing. There is also a lot
more pressure on the keeper ."
For most of the first half the
Mules were in control,but Springfield tallied a goal late in the half
on a breakaway down the side.
Springfield scored its second goal
of the game in the middle of the
second half off a corner.
"I think we p layed pretty
well,"said Godomsky. "I think it
is a very respectable score for such
an inexperienced team."
After hosting Bowdoin on
Tuesday, Colby will face the Bates
Bobcats on Saturday in the final
game of the season.
"This team is fired up and
ready to play," said Godomsky.
"The seniors are really excited to
end the season on a good note. "Q

Asst. Sports Editor

Women 's volleyball team practices in preparation for the Maine State Tournament.

Echo file photo

Volleyball wins three out
of five at Williams Inv.
BY MIKE GALLANT
Staff Writer

The volleyball team played up
to its expectations last week and
put itself in a winning mode heading into the Maine State Tournament this weekend. The Mules
handil y beat the University of
Maine at Farmington last Wednesday and won three out of their five
matches against tough NESCAC
opponents at the Williams Invitational over the weekend.
The Mules thrashed UMF 15-5,
15-3 and 16-14. Jackie Bates '98 and
Anna Thomson '97 led the way offensively for Colby while Teresa
Tiangha '96 had a strong day defensivel y, according to Coach
Cand y Berger.
"Teresa had an extremely good
day setting and p laying defense,"
said Berger.
The Williams Invitational was a
six-team round robin tournament
which forced teams to play five
matches in a single day.
The Mules were up to the challenge, and came out strong b y beating Middlebury in two strai ght
games, 15-6, 15-8. First year student Iva Ilieva played well with

seven kills and 11 digs.
The next victim for the Mules
^
was Russell Sage College in New
York. According to Berger, they
have a developing program that
can't yet keep up with NESCAC
quality teams. Colby took no mercy
and quickly disposed of its opponents 15-2, 15-1. Thomson p layed
well. again ,with seyen aces On 13
for 14 serving. ^
Then came the University of
New England. This was a serious
grudge match for the Mules because they lost to UNE the previous week. According to Berger, the
team really wanted to redeem
themselves-which they did. The
Mules got revenge by winning 158, 16-18 and 15-12. Thomson had
four aces and 18 kills. Bates passed
well and had nine kills along with
16 digs. Tiangha set well again and
had 14 digs defensively.
The Mules then lost a close
match to Wesleyan 15-17, 15-7 and
10-15. The team played well but
Wesleyan was very strong offensively.
"They had a few big hitters that
just out-gunned us. We couldn't
match their offense," said Berger.
The final match of the dav was

against Williams, who had not lost
a match all day . Going into the
tourney, the Ephs were ranked second in New England. The Mules
put up a fight in the first game but
lost 8-15, and then got shut out in
the second game 0-15. Berger fully
acknowledged the power of Williams but said that fatigue may have
also hurt Colby.
"It was the final game of a long
day. We only have nine players so
a few p layers are almost constantly
playing," said Berger. Randi Martin '99 stepped her play up a notch
against Williams with three big
blocks.
Overall, Berger was pleased
with the team's performance.
"We beat the teams we should
have beaten," she said. "Unfortunately we couldn't come up with
big wins against Wesleyan and Williams."
On Wednesday the Mules
p layed St. Joseph's College which
is an up and coming team wi th nine
or ten first years. This weekend
Colby will defend its title at the
MAIAWs being held at UNE. As
the defending Maine State Champ ions, Colby go in as the second
seed in that tournament.Q

Why p ay more and hassle with down to wn tr affic?

A 4-8 record is usually the sign
of a below-average team, but this
may not be the case when speaking about the Colby field hockey
team.
Over the past three weeks the
Mules
have
played some of
the best teams in
New England ,
giving their opponents tough
games.
Facing Williams, the undefeated no. 1
ranked team in
the Northeast, the Mules played
to a scoreless tie throughout most
of the game until Williams scored
in the last three minutes. The next
day the team played at Trinity,
the no. 3 ranked team in the
Northeast, upsetting the Bantams
1-0.
This past week the team split
its two games defeating the University of Southern Maine team 21and losing to Springfield 2-0.
In the game at USM,Katie Taylor '98 opened the scoring at the
beginning of the second period
while Suzy DeLea '96 added another goal just before half-time.
USM's goal came with time winding down in the game. "We pretty much dominated
tKe whole game," said Head
Coach Heidi Godomsky. "The
score might have been higher if
we would have been luckier."
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Men's soccer dominates
Gordon, comes up short
Asst. Sports Editor

This past Saturday marked the first big race for the Colby cycling
club. Nine bikers traveled down to UNH and competed against riders
from 20 different schools.
"
The constant rain caused a lot of mud on the course, but two of
Colby's riders managed to place despite the poor conditions.
Ken Raiche '98 was third in the men's C class and Anthony Dotolo
'99 placed third in the D class. Josh Walton '98 placed an impressive 11th
in a difficult B class race. President Chris Coakley '98,Peter Downing '99
and Sam Poor '99 competed in the B class as well.Unofficially, the Mules
placed fifth, and the official results were not available at press time
"This is the first race we've done, and we did fantastic," said
Coakley. "Most of the people were pretty inexperienced, but they did
well."

Bowdoin slips past
disappointed men's rugby

Echo p hoto by Amy Rzeznikiewicz

T\ler Walker '96 beats a Gordon def ender to the ball.
Yesterday the Mules traveled
you tend to win these games, but
when you're losing you tend to to p lay Bowdoin (5-6) and Saturday they host Bates (4-6-2) at 2
lose them," said Serdjenian.
This loss brings the Mules' p.m. in the final contest of the
record to a disappointing 4-8. The season.
Though this season has been
eight losses are equal to the Mule's
total losses over the last three sea- disappointing, Serdjenian resons, when the Mules compiled a mains optimistic about future
38-8-4 record and three ECAC prospects.
"We will be losing some good
semifinal appearances.
"This season has to be a tough players — seniors who have had
one for the seniors because of the strong careers — but I think our
success we have had in the past," class of first-year students is outsaid Serdjenian. "Fortunately we standing,"Serdjenian said. "It just
end the season with two reall y all depends on what happens beimportant games that hopefull y tween now and then, but I'm conwill bring some incentive and ex- fident that this is just a one year
lapse in greatness."?
citement to the season."

Women's cross country places
fifteenth at NJE.championships
BY RYAN MAYH UGH

Sports Editor

Two bikers place at UNH

BY BOB ELLINGER
As the men's soccer season
winds down, the losses and disappointments seem to be piling
up.
Saturday 's game against visiting Gordon is a rather appropriate example of the Mules' season.
Playing a close game, the Mules
again found themselves on the
losing end of a 2-1 final.
"We discovered one more
tough way to lose a game," said
Head Coach Mark Serdjenian.
The Mules jumped on the
board first, netting a goal ten minutes into the game when Brian
Dowling '97 put in the rebound of
an Andy Young '98 shot.
"We played a great first 30 to
45 minutes of the game when we
got up 1-0," said Serdjenian. "We
created chances and we should
have scored more but we were
confident we would [later]. "
While the Mules had their
chances, talented Gordon forward
Bobby Leland retaliated. Leland
tallied a goal in the latter stages of
the first half to tie the score. Nevertheless, the Mules still believed
they had the upper hand.
"During the half-time talk everybod y felt like it was only a
matter of time until we would get
a couple more," said Serdjenian.
Minutes into the second half
Leland scored again to put Gordon up 2-1. Though still playing
aggressive soccer, the Mules were
unable to come back.
"We didn't just sit back, we
kept the pressure up," said
Serdjenian. "We had 44 minutes
to tie up the game and we had
p lenty of chances,we just couldn't
score."
"Overall we're a better team,
but we just let one great player
beat us. When you're winning

BY RYAN MAYHUGH

by a few seconds.
Heather Hunt '96 had "an incredSports Ed itor
ible day,"according to Fagan. She finDespite slow, muddy conditions, ished third for the team and improved
the women's cross country team ran a her time from 20:17 to 19:50, a full 27
solid race at the New England Championships at Franklin Park in Massachusetts last Saturday. The meet fea"We had a couple of
tured 25 schools from Divisions I, II
people run very well."
and HI.
ColbyplacedISthoverallandsixth
-Head Coach Deb
among Division EQ teams. Liz Pagan
Aitken
'97, the Mules' no. 1runner, came in
42nd in the field with a time of 19:13.
Pagan said that the team put in a "fair
showing" and placed approximately seconds.
"Shehadabigimprovement/'said
where they had expected to.
"I thought she had one of the
Aitken.
"We had a couple of people run
veiy well,and someothersdidn't have most outstanding races on our team."
Sarah Nadeau '99, Amy
their best race,"said Head Coach Deb
Aitken. "Liz certainly had a pretty Montemerlo '99, Liisi Linask '96 and
Kate Driscoll '98 finished fourth
good race."
Fagan managed to improve her through seventh , respectivel y, for
timefroma weekago,despitethepoor Colby.Driscoll still managed to have a
conditions. The Mules competed on decentracedespitebeingill for thelast
the same coursethreeweeks ago at the week and a half, according to Aitken.
Chr is Kennedy '98 ranintheopen
Codfish Bowl.
Farrell Bums '98, who p laced sec- race, which gives runners who are
ond for Colby, also managed to im- not among the team's top seven an
prove her time from tlieCodfish Bowl opportunity to compete.She finished

with a better time than Colby's sixth
and seventh runners, and came in
23rd in the race. By improving her
time by over 30 seconds, she will
probably move into the top seven,
according to Aitken.
A runner from Williams was the
overall winner of the race, whichsaid
a lot for the Division HI teams,according to Fagan. Tlie last Division HI runner tobeat out all the competition was
Bowdoin's Joan Benoit, who won a
gold medal in the marathon at the 1984
Olympics.
This weekend, Colbywill travel to
ConnecticutCollegeto competein the
NESCAC Championships. Last year,
Colby hosted NESCACs and ended
upwinningthemeet.Massiveclianges
due tograduation and students studying abroad have changed the outlook
for this weekend's meet.
Currently, the Mules are ranked
eighth in New England and sixth in
NESCAC.
"If we f inish any higher than sixth
or seventh then we've had a very good
race," said Aitken. ."We're probably
looking at the middle of the pack. It's
been a very competitive year."Q

Colby managed to keep arch rival Bowdoin from scoring a try for the
entire game, yet the Mules couldn't score a try of their own and ended
up on the losing side of the 6-0 final. Bowdoin scored its points on two
penalty kicks.
"We should have won,"said Conrad Saam '96. "It almost turned out
that when the refs blew the whistle, both teams were disappointed,"
referring to the fact that neither team managed a try.
Colby has not been able to beat Bowdoin in five years, and last
Saturday's effort was not helped by the injury to Chris Mayaka '99, who
was forced to watch from the sideline.
The next and final game for the team is this Saturday at the University of Maine at Farmington. The two squads met in a scrimmage earlier
this season, which Colby won.
"They're pretty big and they're tough,"said Saam. "We should win.
We need to win it just for pride."

Women's rugby dominated
by Polar Bears
Even though the women's rugby team entered last Saturday's game
against Bowdoin without a win, the team's season could have been
salvaged with a victory over the arch rival Polar Bears.
Unfortunatel y, Colby ended up getting dominated by its opponents.
Bowdoin scored five trys on the overmatched Mules on their way to a
shutout win.
"It was awful,"said Meghan O'Neil '96. "They had a lot of technical
skills."
The rain leading up to the game caused muddy field conditions for
both teams to deal with.
The team will play one more game this fall, however the opponent
is not definite. The squad was originally supposed to play the University of Maine at Farmington, but the game was rescheduled for earlier
in the month. Currently, Colby is trying to get a women's team from
Portland to make the trip up.
If an opponent can not be found , the Mules will play in an intersquad
scrimmage on Saturday, according to O'Neil.

Colby Woodsmen's Team
competes in NewBrunswick
While most of the Colby campus was preparing for the funk last
Saturday, 18 members of the Woodmen's team were busy chopping
wood, among other things, at a meet in Canada.
The competition was held at the University of New Brunswick, and
approximately 35 other teams competed. Most schools brought more
than one team, and Colby had two men's teams and a women's team as
well. While the trip was only five hours from Waterville, some teams
traveled two days to get the chance to compete, according to Colby
Wyatt '96.
One of the hi ghlights for Colby was Hilary White '98, who placed
second in the ax throw. Other events included the woodchop, pole
climb, chainsaw event and water boil, to name a few .
The team decided to leave before the final results were given, so they
aren 't sure where they finished, according to captain Aran Ryan '96.
Although it is the last meet of the season for the team, there is one
more chance to see them. This Saturday at 2:00, they will put on a
demonstration during the men 's soccer game.
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Sports guide for
Parent' s Weekend.
See page 13.

Tennis ranked

Mules come up with two ties
BY PETER FELMLY
Staff Writer

This week the Colby women's
soccer team's hopes of reaching the
NCAA tournament were dimmed
with two tie games, but t h e tea m
still remains in good position for
ECAC postseason play.
Last Wednesday the White
Mules took the fi eld against the University of Southern Maine in their
third straight road game. "Bus legs"
were not a problem for the players
during this game as they h ad been
against Plymouth State the week
before. From the first whistle, the
Mules punished a stunned USM
squad with an incredibly aggressive style of play. Colby pounded
USM by unleashing 17 shots in the
8-0thrashing. Six of those goa Is ca me
in a period of 24 minutes.
According to Head Coach Jen
Holsten, every member of the team
got into the game and six different
team members got in on the scoring
for Colby. Catherine Neuger '97
and Caitlin Skulley '99 led the team
with two goals apiece. Catherine
Graham '96, Kara Marchant '97,
Jenna DeSimone '98 and Amie Joseph '98 all had one goal in the win.
HeatherGarni '99 had four saves
in goal. She successfully turned
away each shot that USM could
muster against the stifling Colby
defense.
"It was a very decisive win for
us," said Holsten.
With morale high after such a
lopsided win, the Colby squad traveled to Springfield , Mass. on Friday
to play Springfield College. Unfortunatel y for the Mules, Springfield
came out ready to play and was up
by a goal early in the first half.
"We came out a little lethargic,
said Holsten. "But we dominated
the second half and both overtimes."
Colby battled back and began to

BY JOEL GROSSBARD

Bowdoin's no. 2 player , 6-3, 6-0.
Last
year, Anderson reached the
Staff Writer
final- of the two fli ghtbut came up
The Colby women 's tennis short, losing to a Williams player.
Colby 's no. 1, Kim Cheah '99,
tea m 's fall season ended last weekend with flying colors. Last week's made it to the semifinals in the one
performances at the New England fli ght. She defeated the no. 1playChamp ionships and against ers from Middlebury, Plymouth
Bowdoin typified the Mules' out- State and Trinity before succumbstanding play during the entire fall. ing to Amherst's no. 1 in strai ght
They ended this season with an sets.
Meghan Flanigan '99, playing
impressive 6-1 record and are
ranked second in New England in the no. 3flight, reached the semifor Division III schools, Colb y 's finals as well. After winning three
close
matcnes
mgnest rankagainst players
ing ever.
t
The New ji^_____^_^iJ____!_£^^^ 0_____l__» from Wellesley,
E n g l a n d jf^^^^^^ 9^_l_§l____l^_i^i____iBrandeis and Trinity, she eventually
Champ ionlost a tight three set
ships took
match to the no. 3
p lace last j
from Tufts.
player
weekend '
with 25 teams competing in the Head Coach John Illig said he was
tournament. Williams and impressed with Flanigan's perforAmherst tied for first place, each mance.
"It was an incredibl y gutsy
compiling 40 points. Colby finished next with 29 points with the weekend for Flanigan," said Illig.
fourth p lace team finishing far be- "She played pressure tennis all
hind the White Mules. It was weekend and won the very diffiColby 's second consecutive third- cult matches that seemed to barel y
p lace finish, but this year's point elude her during the season. She
total was 10higher than last year's. really showed something."
Five of the six Colby singles playThe no. 4 singles player for
ers reached the semifinals, and all Colby, Courtney Marum '96, easthree doubles teams reached the ily cruised to the semifinals, besemifinals as well.
fore being crushed by Amherst's
"There was tremendous team no. 4. Heidi Tyng '99, playing in
support and camaraderie through- the five fli ght, defeated players
out the tournament," said Head from Rhode Island and Babson
CoachJohn Illig. "That always seems before facing a Wellesley player
to make the difference for us."
who had previously defeated Tyng
Jessie Anderson '98 concluded in the Rolex tournament this fall.
a terrific fall season by winning the This time, however, Tyng preno. 2 singles fli ght without losing a vailed,winningby thescoreof 6-1,
set. She won the finals by crushing see TENNIS, on page 11
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Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

Co-caotain Sarah Eustis '96. battles f or the ball durine the
game against Gordon College.
control the play for the remainder
Colby outshot Springfield 26-14
of the game. Danielle Bolduc '99 during the game in proving that
scored on a pass from Sarah Eustis they were the more aggressive team.
'96 in the second regulation period Garni had just four saves again in
sending the game to overtime. In goal.
the overtime periods, Colby continAfter a late overtime game, the
ued topound Springfield. DeSimone Mules returned to campus at 11:30
scored in the second extra-session p.m. Friday night. On Saturday, the
on a pass from Shannon Tracy '97. team had to face Gordon on MayHowever,with two minutes remain- flower Hill at noon.
ing in the game Springfield scored
At the first whistle, it was evion a header from the weak side of dent that team showed some fathe goal to knot the score at 2-2.
see SOCCER on page 11

Blame it on the rain: Hamilton hand s Mule s loss
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

It wasn't just the Hamilton football team
thathanded theMules their second loss of the
season last Saturday. Mother Nature was a
big factor in the 16-10 defeat as well.
The teams played through a downpour
for all four quarters, which resulted in very
little passing and sloppy play, mostly on
Colby 's part. The Mules had problems with
the center-quarterback exchange, fu mbling
the ball four times on the snap. The offense
had a tota l of six fumbles, two of which were
lost.
"We didn't demonstrate great care for the
ball," said Head Coach Tom Austin. "You
just have to adjust [to the weather!and let that
out of your mind."
Going into the fourth quarter, the Mules
were hanging on to a 10-0 lead after Lawaun
Curry '97 scored on a 16-yard run as time
expired in the third quarter.
A fumb led punt by t he Mul es an d a
Hamilton recovery led to the Continentals'
first touchdown. A 47-yard touchdown pass

with 13:27 left in the game brought the score 121 yards in the air. Both teams ended up
to 10-8, after a successful two-point conver- with similar figures in total offense, Colby
sion. The Colby dewith 231 yards'and
tense did not tackle
Hamilton
only
well on the pl ay, acslightly better at 246.
cording to Austin. Four
The first half feapeople missed the runtured little offense and
ner on his way to the
even less scoring. The
end zone.
only points scored
With only 48seconds remaining, Hamilton came on a 25-yard Jerrod DeShaw '97 field
quarterback Dan DeBlois ran the ball in from goal in the second quarter. With time windfour yards out for the go-ahead score. Again, ing down in the half, Hamilton recovered a
the conversion was good to bring about the fumble deep in the Mules' zone and threat16-10 final.
ened to score. A strong stand by the defense
"We had a couple of mental errors," said allowed Colby to carry the thin lead into the
Austin. "It 's just detail of assignment — lack locker room.
of — that hurt us. Up to that point we had
"Defensivel y, we had the great goal line
responded very well."
stand and just didn 't respond as effectivel y in
The weather all but removed any passing the fourth quar ter," said Austin.
threat from both teams. Colby quarterback
One highlight for the Mules was Curry 's
P.J . Matson '97 threw only 13 times, with performance. Having his third big game in a
eight completions for 76 yards. Tight end row, he gained 98 yards on 21 carries. Brad
Brett Nardini '96grabbed six of thoseballs for Smith '96 wasn't far behind with 68 yards on
60 yards.
18 attempts . Scott Milleisen was the high
On the other side of the ball, Hamilton's rusher for Hamilton, with 25 for 89.
usually dangerous passing attack had only
Linebacker Jason Jabar '96 led the Mules

on defense with 12 tackles, four of which
were unassisted. And y Drude '98 had 11 and
Tom Beed y '97 added nine of his own.
The 3-2 Mules will enter CBB competition
this Saturday when Bates travels to the Hill.
Colby is looking for its eighth straight championship, while Bates has not had possession
of the trophy since 1986. Currently, the Mules
have a nine-game home winning streak while
Bates, at 0-5, is still looking for its first win of
the season.
Nevertheless, the Bobcats have kept several games close this year, a drastic change
from the week-in, week-out thrashings they
received in years past.
"They are much improved. They are not
the Bates team of old," said Austin.
The Bobcats held their own against
Middlebury but ended up on the losing side
of the close 28-23 final. They also gave
Wesleyan a run for their money in a 23-16
contest.
"Given the added impetus of the CBB, I
think it will be a very contested game," said
Austin. "We need to have an effective 60
minutes of play /'Q

